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PROTECTING EQUINE RESCUE FROM BEING PUT OUT TO PASTURE: WHETHER RANCHES DEDICATED TO ABUSED, ABANDONED, AND AGING HORSES MAY QUALIFY FOR “AGRICULTURAL” CLASSIFICATIONS UNDER FLORIDA’S GREENBELT LAW

Michael T. Olexa, Joshua A. Cossey & Katherine Smallwood*

I. INTRODUCTION

In light of recent special sessions,¹ hiring freezes,² lagging real estate markets,³ and numerous articles on greenbelt abuse,⁴ local governments need a

* Michael Olexa, Ph.D., J.D., is a Professor and Director of the University of Florida/Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences (IFAS) Center for Agricultural and Natural Resource Law; Joshua A. Cossey, J.D., is the Managing Attorney for Sentinel Law, P.A., Jacksonville, Florida; and Katherine Smallwood is a third-year law student at the University of Florida.

legal adaptation to help ease the tensions between property owners and property appraisers. Despite tensions over property values, Florida’s population continues to grow steadily— including Florida’s equestrian community. Florida boasts the third largest horse population in the country, surpassed only by California and Texas. With an economic impact on gross domestic product of about $7 billion, and generating over 72,000 jobs, the Florida equestrian industry is a significant agricultural commodity.


7. Id. (estimating 500,000 horses in Florida).

8. See Florida’s Horse Industry, FLORIDA HORSE.COM, http://www.florida horse.com/ (last visited Apr. 22, 2011). In fact, Ocala/Marion County has been called the horse capital of the world with more horses than any county in the country. FLA. DEP’T OF AGRIC., AND CONSUMER
Florida’s equestrian community is currently experiencing an influx of horse owners and equestrian facilities. This generates opposition within those counties refusing to recognize equestrian property uses as “agricultural.” Subject to the restrictions set out in section 193.461 of the Florida Statutes (otherwise known as the Greenbelt Law) only property “used primarily for bona fide agricultural purposes shall be classified agricultural.” This article addresses whether the use of property to board, train, and graze abused, abandoned, and aging horses (referred to throughout this paper as “rescue” horses) should fall under the Greenbelt Law’s “agricultural” tax classification. Several points support classifying rescue ranches as “agricultural.” The use of property for rescue horse ranches is consistent with the purpose of the Greenbelt Law, and the rescue horse ranches provide other benefits to Florida’s communities. While acknowledging the quantitative and qualitative variations in each county’s standards and application processes, emphasis is given to substantive criteria and legal precedence of Greenbelt Law as applied to rescue horse ranches.10

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE FLORIDA GREENBELT LAW

In 1959 the Florida legislature created a separate ad valorem tax classification for agricultural land.11 This legislation effectively converted tax assessments from the traditional fair market appraisals to income valuation derived from the use of the land.12 The change in property tax assessments was intended to protect and foster the agricultural uses of property.13 Without these agricultural assessments, the traditional fair market value of the land would overwhelm the incentive to continue any agricultural production of critical commodities such as timber or staple crops.14 If landowners’ taxes are assessed based on a property’s
highest and best use, “then it makes economic sense for them to convert rural lands into more intensive and profitable uses.” Given the economic and environmental benefits of agriculture, the legislature saw the need to moderate tax assessments for agricultural use. As a result, the Greenbelt Law was instituted with the intent of increasing the economic feasibility of agricultural operations through a decrease in property tax assessments.

III. ARGUMENT

A. The Legislative Intent of the Greenbelt Law Supports the Inclusion of Rescue Ranches

Amended nine times in the last decade, the Greenbelt Law is one of the most contested statutes of recent time. Determining whether the Greenbelt Law applies to rescue horse ranches requires consideration of the intent behind the statute, as dictated by the legislature and clarified by the Florida courts. The Greenbelt Law manifests the state government’s declared policy for agriculture to remain a viable component of Florida’s economy. The sixty-seven counties, as divisions of the state, are required to implement statutory provisions pursuant to the intent of the legislature, which are enforced by the courts. The purpose and benefits of rescue horse ranches are consistent with the intended goals of the Greenbelt Law. As the Florida Supreme Court put it, “[t]he reduced taxation for farmland is based on a legislative determination that agriculture cannot reasonably be expected to withstand the tax burden of the highest and best use to which

15. Id.
17. Jacobson, supra note 11, at 1.
19. Counties such as Broward and Palm Beach report up to three hundred hearings a year challenging property appraiser assessments. Interview with Jay Sweirs, Property Appraiser, Alachua Cnty. (Sept. 9, 2007). More rural counties, such as Alachua, report between ten and twenty hearings a year. Id.
20. See Fla. Stat. Ann. § 163.3162(2) (West Supp. 2011) (stating “improvement of agriculture will result in a general benefit to the health, safety, and welfare of the people of the state. It is the purpose of this act to protect reasonable agricultural activities conducted on farm lands from duplicative regulation.”).
21. See Fla. Const. art. VIII, § 1(a), (f), (g) (amended 1998) (describing the division and limited powers of Florida counties).
such land might be put.\textsuperscript{22} This principle clearly applies to rescue ranches. These ranches, working to rescue unwanted horses, cannot reasonably be expected to withstand the tax burden placed on the land unless they are given relief under the Greenbelt Law. Rescue ranches must shoulder the cost of food, shelter, and care for horses. These costs lack the traditional markers of profit potential. Yet, these ranches may not receive the preferential tax status given to farms raising, boarding, or breeding wealth-producing horses.

The Florida Legislature has stated that preserving agriculture helps to further several important goals, including (1) preserving the landscape and environmental resources of the state, (2) contributing to increased tourism, and (3) furthering economic self-sufficiency of the people.\textsuperscript{23} Including rescue horse ranches under the Greenbelt Law furthers these goals because rescue horse ranches produce the same benefits as horse breeding ranches. First, allowing more ranches to survive, and preventing more intense development in Florida’s scenic rural lands, clearly preserves the landscape and environmental resources of the state. Second, protection of rescue ranches could lead to more tourism for the state. Florida is already the third most populous equine state in the nation.\textsuperscript{24} Cultivating the growth and protection of the horse community by showing support for rescue ranches could help increase the state’s prestige in the horse community at large, and such an improvement in reputation could lead to increased horse related investment and tourism. Third, the Florida horse industry already generates thousands of jobs and acts as a multi-billion dollar boon to the state’s economy.\textsuperscript{25} Fostering the growth of rescue horse ranches would provide new opportunities for jobs in the already economically productive horse industry.

Several Florida courts have agreed that the intent, not to mention the text, of the Greenbelt Law supports the inclusion of rescue type activities. In several cases, property appraisers’ decisions to exclude horse-related agricultural operations from inclusion under the Greenbelt Law have been overturned by the courts.\textsuperscript{26} One example is \textit{Markham v. PPI, Inc.}, which addressed whether horse boarding could qualify for agricultural status under the Greenbelt Law.\textsuperscript{27} In \textit{Markham}, the court determined that “the boarding and training of horses constitute[d] a ‘bona fide agricultural purpose’” under Florida law.\textsuperscript{28} “PPI applied for an agricultural classification . . . for approximately 115 acres representing [a]  

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{22} Straughn v. K & K Land Mgmt., Inc., 326 So. 2d 421, 424 (Fla. 1976).
\item \textsuperscript{23} FLA. STAT. ANN. § 163.3162(2).
\item \textsuperscript{24} Horse Study, supra note 6.
\item \textsuperscript{25} \textit{Florida’s Horse Industry}, supra note 8.
\item \textsuperscript{27} \textit{PPI, Inc.}, 843 So. 2d at 923.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
boarding [and] training area and [a] racing track.” The appraiser “denied the request, concluding that the boarding and training of horses was not an agricultural use since it did not lead to the production of an agricultural product.”

The court disagreed, noting that the definition for “agricultural purpose” included the term livestock. The court concurred “with the third district’s conclusion that the phrase ‘all forms of farm products and farm production’ contained in section 193.461(5) ‘is not meant to be a limiting phrase but rather a catch-all’ and that the term ‘livestock’ should be given its plain meaning.”

The court in Markham noted, “doubtful language in taxing statutes [generally] should be resolved in favor of the taxpayer,” but the opposite is true for an unclear exemption—it should be resolved against the taxpayer. The court concluded, however, that there was no need to construe the language of the exemption against the taxpayer because the Greenbelt language was clear, and the rule is inapplicable when the language is not doubtful. This strong language from the court offers substantial support for the proposition that horse boarding institutions, including rescue ranches, should be included under the Greenbelt Law. Not only does the legislative history behind the Greenbelt Law support inclusion of rescue ranches, but the text of the law itself does as well.

B. The Text of the Greenbelt Law Supports Inclusion of Rescue Ranches

The text of the Greenbelt Law supports the inclusion of rescue horse ranches as an agricultural use. The text of the law states, in its relevant part, that:

(1) The property appraiser shall, on an annual basis, classify for assessment purposes all lands within the county as either agricultural or nonagricultural.

. . . .

(3)(b) Subject to the restrictions specified in this section, only lands that are used primarily for bona fide agricultural purposes shall be classified agricultural. The term “bona fide agricultural purposes” means good faith commercial agricultural use of the land.

29. Id. at 924.
30. Id.
31. Id. (emphasis omitted) (quoting Fla. Stat. § 193.461 (2001)).
32. Id. at 925 (emphasis added) (quoting Robbins v. Racetrack Training Ctr., Inc., 833 So. 2d 306, 309 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2003)).
33. Id. (citation omitted) (quoting Robbins v. Yusem, 559 So. 2d 1185, 1187-88 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1990)).
34. Id.
1. In determining whether the use of the land for agricultural purposes is bona fide, the following factors may be taken into consideration:

a. The length of time the land has been so used.

b. Whether the use has been continuous.

c. The purchase price paid.

d. Size, as it relates to specific agricultural use, but a minimum acreage may not be required for agricultural assessment.

e. Whether an indicated effort has been made to care sufficiently and adequately for the land in accordance with accepted commercial agricultural practices, including, without limitation, fertilizing, liming, tilling, mowing, reforesting, and other accepted agricultural practices.

f. Whether the land is under lease and, if so, the effective length, terms, and conditions of the lease.

g. Such other factors as may become applicable.

   . . . .

(c) The maintenance of a dwelling on part of the lands used for agricultural purposes shall not in itself preclude an agricultural classification.

   . . . .

(5) For the purpose of this section, “agricultural purposes” includes, but is not limited to, horticulture; floriculture; viticulture; forestry; dairy; livestock; poultry; bee; pisciculture, when the land is used principally for the production of tropical fish; aquaculture; sod farming; and all forms of farm products and farm production.35

Even a brief perusal of the statutory language demonstrates that the text tends towards broad inclusion, rather than narrowness.36 The legislature chose to

36. See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 193.461(3)(b). In fact, the only text in the law mandating a non-agricultural classification reads:

(4)(a) The property appraiser shall reclassify the following lands as nonagricultural:
use inclusive language such as “factors may be taken into consideration” and
“includes but is not limited to.” The two following subsections of this Article
break down the language of the Greenbelt Law into its component parts and ana-
lyze the applicability of that language to rescue horse ranches.

1. The Primary Purpose Requirement

The first criteria for rescue horse ranches to qualify for agricultural status
requires the agricultural use to be the “primary” activity that takes place on the
land. Although the presence of a house on the part of the land used for agricu-
tural purposes does not itself preclude agricultural classification, the land on
which the house sits will be excluded from the agricultural classification. On
the remainder of the land, the agricultural use must be the most significant activi-
ty and not merely an incidental use. This statutory requirement is often unnec-
essarily muddled by the consideration of minimum acres, specific commercial
unit size, and stocking rate. Rescue ranches, however, would likely overcome
any type of minimum acreage requirement because of the significant space and
resources used in housing and caring for multiple horses.

A counter argument to the inclusion of rescue horse ranches under the
Greenbelt Law is that the classification would allow any person to place a few
broken horses on his or her property and call the site a rescue horse refuge. The
simple argument that abuse could occur can be made about almost any change to
the law, so this type of conjecture should not be given undue weight. It is not
suggested, however, that minimum operation standards be extinguished in mak-
ing classifications. Tax assessors would still have the responsibility to examine

1. Land diverted from an agricultural to a nonagricultural use.
2. Land no longer being utilized for agricultural purposes.
3. Land that has been zoned to a nonagricultural use at the request of the owner subse-
quently to the enactment of this law.

Id. § 193.461(4)(a).
37. Id. § 193.461(3)(b), (5).
38. Id. § 193.461(3)(b).
39. Id. § 193.461(3)(c).
40. Id. § 193.461(3)(d). However, the portion of the property containing the dwelling is
still eligible for homestead exemption. See id.
41. See Walden v. Borden Co., 235 So. 2d 300, 302 (Fla. 1970) (holding that the legisla-
tive classification of agricultural lands was not intended to give preferential tax treatment to land
that accommodated an incidental agricultural use).
42. This is despite the fact that the statute explicitly states that, while size may be a
factor in agricultural classification, “a minimum acreage may not be required for agricultural as-
the use and confirm that a rescue ranch applying for agricultural classification meets the “primary” requirement of the law.\footnote{43}

2. \textit{Rescue Horse Ranches Exemplify a “Bona Fide Agricultural Purpose”}

The Greenbelt Law also requires that “only lands which are used primarily for bona fide agricultural purposes shall be classified as agricultural.”\footnote{44} The statute, in a somewhat convoluted attempt to define “bona fide agricultural purposes,” provides three different ways to do so: (1) an actual definition of a bona fide agricultural purpose; (2) a list of factors that tax appraisers may take into consideration when determining whether a bona fide agricultural purpose is present; and (3) a non-exhaustive list of examples of agricultural purposes.\footnote{45}

Examining the second point, the statute allows appraisers to consider several factors when determining whether an agricultural use is bona fide.\footnote{46} None of the optional factors indicate a reason why rescue ranches should be excluded from the exemption. In fact, the language of the last factor, which allows “[s]uch other factors as may become applicable” to be taken into account, makes it clear that property appraisers are to be given wide discretion in determining the applicability of the exemption.\footnote{47}

Under the third point, the Greenbelt Law defines “agricultural purposes” as including but “\textit{not limited to}, horticulture; floriculture; viticulture; forestry; dairy; livestock; poultry; bee; pisciculture, when the land is used principally for the production of tropical fish; aquaculture; sod farming; and all forms of farm products and farm production.”\footnote{48} While this list is broad and inclusive in its general terms, it does not necessarily exclude categories not specifically listed. Courts have ruled, for example, that horses are livestock.\footnote{49} Nor does the statute specifically exclude rescue ranches from consideration. Therefore, using the land to keep livestock, whether for breeding, boarding, training, or for other commercial purposes can be classified as agriculture.\footnote{50} There is also very little discrepancy as to whether horses constitute an agricultural commodity or product.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item 43. \textit{Id}. § 193.461(3)(b); see also \textit{Walden}, 235 So. 2d at 302.
\item 44. \textit{FLA. STAT. ANN.} § 193.461(3)(b).
\item 45. \textit{Id}. § 193.461(3)(b)(1)(a)-(g), (5).
\item 46. \textit{Id}. § 193.461(3)(b)(1)(a)-(g); see \textit{supra Part III.B}.
\item 47. \textit{FLA. STAT. ANN.} § 193.461(3)(b)(1)(g).
\item 48. \textit{Id}. § 193.461(5) (emphasis added).
\item 50. The term livestock does not include greyhound dogs, however, and therefore use of the land for raising or training dogs for racing is not an agricultural use. \textit{See St. Petersburg Kennel Club v. Smith}, 662 So. 2d 1270, 1272 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1995). This distinction may stem from a desire to prevent gambling establishments, often associated with greyhound racetracks, from gaining specialized tax treatment. If so, there is certainly no such “vice industry” that would gain from
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Aside from the factors and examples listed in the Greenbelt Law, the first point highlights that the law actually defines a “bona fide agricultural purpose” as a “good faith commercial agricultural use of the land.” This language breaks down into three key components: 1) good faith, 2) commercial, and 3) agricultural use.

The good faith language simply means that an applicant’s agricultural purpose should “be real, actual, of a genuine nature, [and not] a sham or deception.” Opponents of Greenbelt classification for rescue ranches may argue that rescue horse ranches could not offer a good faith effort because their profitability would be limited as compared to stables that board, breed, and train horses or animals. Profit alone, however, does not determine whether an operation is being conducted in good faith.

The commercial requirement may appear to present a major challenge to the inclusion of admittedly non-profit oriented horse rescue operations. However, once the language is examined on a deeper level, it is clear that this requirement does not actually exclude rescue ranches from special tax status under the Greenbelt Law.

Much confusion surrounds the “commercial requirement” component and its use in determining whether an agricultural use of property is, in fact, bona fide. Some property appraisers consider the commercial factor to be an independent criterion, separate from the other requirements present in the statute. Under this reasoning, a ranch that boards and trains rescued horses would likely need to demonstrate that the use of the land parcel is done with intent to make a profit.

---

specialized tax treatment for rescue ranches. In fact, the opposite moral argument can be made. See infra Part III.D.

52. See id.
54. See id. at 586-87 (stating that “actual use” is also a requirement in assessing lands used for agricultural purposes); Fisher v. Schooley, 371 So. 2d 496, 500 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1979) (quoting Straughn v. Tuck, 354 So. 2d 368, 370-71 (Fla. 1978) (“Commercial agricultural use simply adds another factor . . . it does not . . . limit agricultural classification to commercially profitable agricultural operations.”)).
55. See generally Bystrom, 477 So. 2d 585 (discussing the language used in the Greenbelt Law).
56. See, e.g., Agricultural Classification & the Greenbelt Law, Broward Cnty. Prop. Appraiser (2011), http://www.bcpa.net/ag.asp (demonstrating that many authors and appraisers treat “commercial” as a separate requirement, rather than one factor, in the determination as to whether a use is bona fide). But see Fla. Stat. Ann. § 193.461(3)(b) (stating that there are three requirements, which are (1) agricultural use, (2) primary use, and (3) a bona fide use, and making the separate requirement interpretation contrary to Florida law).
Case law, however, does not support this conclusion. Under Florida law, it is not necessary to have the expectation of meeting the investment costs of the land and realizing a profit overall to be “commercial.”

The statute does not restrict an agricultural classification to only those parcels that are commercially profitable. While it is not enough to grow fruit or keep a pet cow for pleasure or sport, the use need not generate a return on the investment. The “commercial” requirement, looking to “profit,” should not be misconstrued as the same “profit” used by the IRS or the Florida Department of Revenue. The question instead is what threshold exists in the determination of a property’s profitability.

In Gianolio v. Markham, the court provided a subtle clarification regarding “profitable” and “commercial” in ruling that profit achieved through the use of the land need only suffice to sustain that particular use. In that case, the property appraiser had concluded that the landowner did not have “a reasonable expectation of meeting investment cost and making a profit, and therefore was not a ‘good faith commercial operation.’” The appraiser was relying on Markham v. Nationwide Development Co., and Walden v. Tuten, to conclude that while the “commercial” factor did not require the landowner to make an actual profit, it did “require a reasonable expectation of meeting investment cost and making a profit.” However, the court stated that the property appraiser’s “reliance upon those cases [was] misplaced.”

Furthermore, the Florida Supreme Court has gone so far as to state:

Agricultural use is now and has always been the test. ‘Commercial agricultural use’ simply adds another factor, i.e., profit or profit motive, which may be considered by the tax assessor in determining whether or not a claimed agricultural use is bona fide. It does not limit agricultural classification to commercially profitable agricultural operations.

58. Fisher, 371 So. 2d at 500.
59. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 193.461; see also Dep’t of Revenue v. Goembel, 382 So. 2d 783, 786 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1980) (citing Straughn v. Tuck, 354 So. 2d 368, 370-71 (Fla. 1977)).
60. See infra Part III.C.
61. See Gianolio v. Markham, 564 So. 2d 1131, 1135-36 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1990) (stating the Florida Supreme Court expressly disapproved requiring a reasonable expectation of profit).
62. Id. at 1136
63. Id. at 1135.
64. Nationwide Development Co., 349 So. 2d at 220.
65. Walden, 347 So. 2d at 129.
66. Gianolio, 564 So. 2d at 1135.
67. Id. at 1136.
68. Straughn v. Tuck, 354 So. 2d 368, 370-71 (Fla. 1977).
Courts should continue to reject a requirement for a showing of profitability, or even a requirement for showing a return on investment costs. The third major component of a defined agricultural purpose is that the use must be agricultural in nature. An establishment that trains and boards horses has already succeeded in qualifying as agricultural. The legislature has recognized agricultural land values are especially sensitive to the severe and catastrophic conditions that arise due to weather, pests, disease, world market conditions, and other factors. The breeding, training, grazing, or boarding of livestock expose a landowner to these same hazards, which is why rescue horse ranches should be treated as agricultural under the statute.

In Robbins v. Racetrack Training Center, Inc., the Florida Third District Court of Appeals found property used for boarding and training horses fell well within a “bona fide” agricultural use. There, the court made it clear that the statutory phrase, “all forms of farm products and farm production,” was not meant to limit the definition of “agricultural purposes.” In fact, the Robbins Court held that no product production is needed under the statute in order to qualify for the agricultural exemption. Clearly, it is no stretch to say rescue ranches constitute a bona fide agricultural endeavor under current Florida law.

While at first glance the boarding and training of rescue horses may strike appraisers as failing to qualify as “commercial” under the “bona fide” requirement of the statute, it should be clear based on the case law above that a property owner does not need to produce a “farm product” in order to qualify for the exemption. Furthermore, a lack of profit or return on investment costs is not dispositive. An appraiser may still find there is a bona fide agricultural purpose despite the lack of profit or return on investment costs. Despite the precedent to the contrary, however, some may argue that profit is still a relevant factor in the analysis of bona fide agricultural purposes because the “commercial” language was added to the law.

It should be noted that there is the possibility of profit for rescue ranches. In the case of horse boarding and training, some may question what possible profit or revenue could be generated by attending to horses that no one wants.

71. Robbins, 833 So. 2d at 310.
72. Id. at 309.
73. See id. at 309-10.
75. Id.
There are numerous aspects, however, to using the land for the purpose of boarding and training rescue horses.\textsuperscript{76} Interestingly, an appraiser may collect higher taxes from the income generated through horse boarding than other common agricultural uses. Horse boarding properties often have higher appraised values than other agricultural sites, which are usually undeveloped, in addition to having a higher profit margin. In addition, one avenue of profitability is caring for horses that are the beneficiaries of an estate. Florida law permits a person to leave an estate for animals.\textsuperscript{77} In fact, Florida law states that a “trustee may maintain separate accounting records for [certain activities, including] raising . . . animals.”\textsuperscript{78} Therefore, in addition to higher property appraisal values, a horse boarding operation provides additional tax income from estate and trust taxes. Arguing that boarding for aging horses is not commercial in nature may be the equivalent of arguing that nursing homes cannot be considered commercial enterprises.

Another benefit aside from profitability that should be taken into consideration is when boarding facilities open up their ranch for horses left or moved during hurricanes, floods, tornadoes, or other disasters. The Sunshine State Horse Council, for example, provides a searchable database of stables for this exact purpose.\textsuperscript{79} Even if the rescue ranches were unable to derive any income from opening up their properties in these situations, they would still be helping to perform a vital disaster relief service.

\textsuperscript{76} Examples of profitability for rescue horse ranches are numerous. Horse hair, for example, may be utilized in numerous products. Manure, sold as compost for fertilizer or used in some areas to create ethanol-based fuels, is another important product that could potentially be gained from these organizations. Rescue ranches could also offer horse riding lessons, child confidence training, merchandise, and participation in an after school facility where children could learn to work on farms or stables.

\textsuperscript{77} FLA. STAT. ANN. § 736.0408 (West 2010). The statute provides that:

\begin{enumerate}
\item A trust may be created to provide for the care of an animal alive during the settlor’s lifetime. The trust terminates on the death of the animal or, if the trust was created to provide for the care of more than one animal alive during the settlor’s lifetime, on the death of the last surviving animal.
\item A trust authorized by this section may be enforced by a person appointed in the terms of the trust or, if no person is appointed, by a person appointed by the court. A person having an interest in the welfare of the animal may request the court to appoint a person to enforce the trust or to remove a person appointed.
\end{enumerate}

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{78} Id. § 738.403(1), (3)(c).

C. How the Lack of Guidance Regarding Agricultural Classification Defeats the Intent of the Law

Despite the case law discussed in Part B of this article, the Florida Legislature has not seen fit to remove or clarify the application of the Greenbelt Law, as it pertains to horse boarding. While several jurisdictions recognize boarding and training of horses as an agricultural purpose under the Greenbelt Law, others do not consider boarding an agricultural use of property. Because Florida’s counties are free to determine whether horse boarding is an agricultural purpose under the Greenbelt Law, there is a lack of uniformity across counties. For example, one county may consider horses when classifying the activity as agricultural, while no more than three miles away, an adjacent property appraiser may give no consideration to the presence of horses.

This is not to suggest the property appraisers are to blame for such gross disparities. With dozens of factors drawn into consideration, appraisers may err on the side of caution in their exclusionary actions. Some appraisers suggest there are too many factors and too many vagaries to allow the inclusion of "grey

80. See discussion supra Part III.B.
82. See, e.g., Agricultural Classification, GILCHRIST CNTY. PROP. APPRAISER’S OFFICE (Jan. 2, 2007), http://www.gcpaonline.net/agap.pdf (alluding to only breeding as amounting to agricultural classification and requiring three registered mares and ten acre minimum); Guidelines for Agricultural Classification of Lands, LAKE CNTY. PROP. APPRAISER OFFICE (July 1, 2010), http://www.lakecopropappr.com/pdfs/Commercial_Agricultural_Requirements_2010.pdf (“An agricultural classification is not normally granted for horses only boarded in a stable.”).
83. A good example is the difference between Lake and Marion Counties. Marion is very equine friendly, while Lake does not consider boarding an agricultural use unless there are other agricultural uses on the property. Compare Requirements for Agricultural Classification of Lands, supra note 81, with Guidelines for Agricultural Classification of Lands, supra note 82.
areas. Many have stated that the legislature needs to provide more direction and less flexibility.

Although the rescue ranches are not uniformly granted agricultural status under the Greenbelt Law, case law and custom shows that this type of classification is far from speculative. The disparity derives from the manner in which an appraiser’s office formulates specific quantifiers. Two factors that influence the formulation of the quantifiers are the composition or demographics of the county, in relation to the IFAS best management practices for agriculture, and the likelihood that adverse classifications will result in litigation.

Counties such as Alachua only consider property used to breed, board, or train a horse. The requirements for a horse ranch to qualify as a breeding facility are often very strict and designed to make meeting the requirements impossi-
ble or economically infeasible. Many counties establish internal office policies that are designed to ensure consistency. One consistent sentiment amongst property appraisers and numerous property owners is the frustration over the vagueness and interpretability of the hodgepodge of factors meriting consideration in determining whether a specific parcel “qualifies” as either agricultural or non-agricultural land.

Appraisers are not the only victims of the law’s vagueness. Property owners will also suffer from property appraisals as they are often not predictable. Although property owners may choose to challenge the tax determinations, litigation is hardly a perfect solution. Under the current law, a property owner may challenge the appraiser’s classification by showing the decision either: 1) failed to properly consider the statutory criteria set forth in Florida Statute section 193.011 or 2) was arbitrarily based on appraisal practices different from those generally applied to comparable property in the same county. For the challenging party, this is no easy task since

county property appraisers are constitutional officers, entitled to a presumption that their actions are taken in accordance with the law. Assessments of property for ad valorem tax purposes fall under the discretion of the officer, and are presumed correct. . . . [T]he taxpayer challenging the assessment must prove more than a difference of opinion . . . .

Unfortunately, this can become unsolvable for the disgruntled landowner. As we have seen, the statute draws broad lines, granting much discretion to the appraiser. If the challenging landowner must show more than a difference of opinion, he will have a difficult time doing so because the appraiser is granted such broad discretion that any determination is little more than his or her own opinion. The taxpayer would need to show that the appraiser’s determination

89. See Guidelines for Agricultural Classification of Lands, supra note 82 (requiring “at least three registered brood mares in production, a stallion, or evidence of stud service”); Agricultural Classification, MARTIN CNTY., supra note 81 (requiring “at least one registered stallion as well as several brood mares”); Agricultural Classifications, OKALOOSA CNTY. PROP. APPRAISER, http://www.qpublic.net/okaloosa/ag.html (stating at least three mares must be in production annually) (last visited Apr. 22, 2011).

90. Smith, supra note 4 (stating appraisers’ hands are tied until legislature closes loopholes); Proposed Florida 2010 Legislation, REDGIE TEDDER: FORESTRY AND GREENBELT CONSULTING (Mar. 29, 2010), http://www.teddergreenbeltconsulting.com/Florida_2010_Legislative Proposals.html (“As the Appraiser Administrator for agricultural property taxation with the Department of Revenue, we saw numerous interpretations of the language and the methodology applied in an effort to comply with the vague language. . . . Ask 10 appraisers what [that] means and you will get a variety of responses. We hope someone will pick up the ball and change a few words to clarify the meaning.”).


92. Id. at 865.
was wildly outside of the statutory guidelines. The taxpayer must prove this by a preponderance of the evidence.

In sum, the lack of directive from the statute undermines the very intent of the law. The broad language encourages litigation while simultaneously creating a confusing patchwork of county-by-county determinations, leaving many horse owners without answers. It is these very horse owners that the Greenbelt Law was intended to, and should, protect.

D. The Benefits of Applying the Greenbelt Law to Rescue Horse Ranches

In addition to complying with the statutory guidelines enumerated by the legislature and courts, assessing rescue horse ranches as “agricultural” offers numerous benefits to both rural and urban communities.

First, by increasing the incentives for these ranches, crimes of animal abuse and neglect will decrease. The killing of animals, as addressed in Chapter 828 of the Florida Statutes, finds “[a]ny person who willfully and unlawfully . . . kills . . . or causes great bodily harm or permanent breeding disability to any [horse]” guilty of a second degree felony. The care and maintenance of horses is an expensive proposition. In a downward economy, more stories emerge of horse neglect, abuse, and abandonment. In Florida, one increasing problem from the recession is the release of domesticated horses into the state and national forests, where the animals are starting to band together into small herds. Many horse owners can no longer afford the upkeep of their animals, but the lack of willing buyers leaves the owners with few alternatives to abandonment. Allowing a tax exemption for rescue ranches allows more of these ranches to survive and prosper, which in turn provides more outlets for horse owners who are overwhelmed by their responsibilities.

When overwhelmed or financially stressed horse owners have nowhere to turn, they may be more likely to abandon or neglect their horses. This leads to more prosecutions under the animal abuse laws. Unfortunately for the counties, the prosecution and enforcement of these laws requires tax dollars, which come from both rural and urban communities.

---

93. See id. at 872.
94. See id. at 871-72. If the presumption is not overcome, however, the clear and convincing evidence standard is used. Id.
Second, recovery of abandoned or neglected horses not only restores a
damaged good or commodity, but also prevents the mistreatment of animals.
Horses, as a commodity, require resources. An owner may be likely to let a use-
ful commodity spoil if limited resources are required to care for a more promis-
ing or lucrative commodity. In other words, an owner may not be willing, or
able, to dedicate resources to an aging or retired horse if he has other horses that
can still generate profit. Instead, the owner will be motivated to dedicate re-
sources to the horses that can help his ranch survive. Facilities established to
take in rescue horses have recovered as many as twenty-three animals in a
month.\textsuperscript{98} Unfortunately, these facilities are often forced to relocate when deve-
lopers purchase the land.\textsuperscript{99} Organizations such as the South Florida Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) take in animals from owners un-
able or unwilling to care for them. Most are starving and neglected but can be
restored to health by the South Florida SPCA.\textsuperscript{100} Such instances of recovery and
restoration allow for the possibility that a rescued horse can become a productive
member of the community. Perhaps more importantly, recovery helps prevent
the mistreatment of animals by owners who are either not willing or not able to
care for the animals.

Rescued horses taken in by rescue ranches may be able to offer important
benefits to communities. One benefit, for example, would be the likely boost in
the state’s reputation as a premiere equine center. Florida is already a big player
in the horse industry with the third largest horse population in the nation, surpass-
ning even widely recognized horse centers like Kentucky.\textsuperscript{101} Arguably, an in-
crease of exposure and prestige in the horse community would lead to more econo-
merically productive equine centers for the state.

Rescued horses, housed on rescue ranches, could also provide wonderful
community benefits as therapy animals. The positive impact of therapy animals
is widely known.\textsuperscript{102} Recently, the benefits of hippotherapy, or equine-based ther-

\textsuperscript{98} See August 4th Rescue Saves 23 Horses and Donkeys, S. FLA. SOCIETY FOR THE
PROTECTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, http://www.spca-sofla.org/Archive/default.htm (last visited
Apr. 22, 2011) (noting a single day rescue of twenty three animals).

\textsuperscript{99} See, e.g., Donna Gehrke-White, South Florida SPCA Looking for a New Home, THE
MIAMI HERALD (Nov. 26, 2010), http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/11/26/1944802/south-florida-
spca-looking-for.html (noting the South Florida SPCA has had to move its facilities five times
since 1992 because the land owners of the properties sold the land to developers).

\textsuperscript{100} Marian Rizzo, Hoping to Find a Home: Rescued Horses Relocated from South
NEWS/210290346.

\textsuperscript{101} Horse Study, supra note 6.

\textsuperscript{102} The Benefits of Therapeutic Riding, FORWARD STRIDE, http://www.forwardstride.
org/benefits.html (last visited Apr. 22, 2011); see also Margaret M. Bass et al., The Effect of Ther-
apeutic Horseback Riding on Social Functioning in Children with Autism, 39 J. AUTISM DISORD.
1261, 1261 (2009).
apy, have been supported by scientific research.\textsuperscript{103} Rescue horse ranches could provide these types of hippotherapy services, whether for the purpose of producing a profit or simply offering a community service.

In addition to the other economic incentives promoting inclusion of rescue ranches under the Greenbelt Law, the sale of horses from entities that are not the breeders of these animals can generate sales taxes.\textsuperscript{104} Unlike livestock sold directly from breeders, livestock sold indirectly is not tax exempt,\textsuperscript{105} which means that indirect sales open up the possibility of an additional stream of tax revenue for the state government.

In addition to the economic arguments supporting the inclusion of rescue ranches under the Greenbelt Law, there are moral imperatives that lead to the same conclusion. Every day, the numbers of unwanted horses are growing due, in part, to a suffering economy.\textsuperscript{106} The problem has gained national attention through the \textit{Time Magazine} story entitled, “The Epidemic of Abandoned Horses.”\textsuperscript{107} The article reported “nearly 120 starving horses . . . were taken from a ranch of a Central Florida woman who had become overwhelmed by the demands of caring for the rescued animals.”\textsuperscript{108} Rescue ranches can help to prevent, control, and remedy the abuse, abandonment, and neglect of horses, but they should not be overwhelmed with unmanageable costs from property assessments in addition to the operating costs of boarding rescued horses.

Many horses, furthermore, deserve a restful end after serving critical roles in our society. For example, rescue ranches could board horses that served in the military or law enforcement. After these horses have proudly served their purposes, government agencies must find a landowner willing to care for the horses in old age.\textsuperscript{109} While private individuals often take in some veteran horses, the high number of retiring horses, economic troubles, or unsuitable adopters can


\textsuperscript{104} \textit{See} Fl. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 12A-1.049(1) (2000) (stating livestock sold directly from the breeders are tax-exempt).

\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id}.


\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id}.

make placement difficult. By promoting rescue ranches, the state can create positive “retirement homes” for equine veterans.

IV. CONCLUSION

Horses are an irreplaceable component of our agricultural history and industry. The numerous optional factors mentioned in Florida Statute section 193.461 and Florida Administrative Code rule 12D-5.004 show that no property use instantly qualifies for agricultural tax status. Property appraisers are required to provide determinations from a hodgepodge of ambiguous factors, leaving appraisals open to costly and needless litigation. While headlines point to instances of Greenbelt misuse and abuse, previous efforts to reform the Greenbelt Law have met stiff opposition.

There is a common joke that everyone comes to Florida to retire. Elderly humans, however, are not the only ones who are in need of a safe and comfortable place to retire. It is clear that horses constitute livestock as defined in the Florida Administrative Code rule 1D-1.003. Little doubt surrounds whether the breeding and boarding of livestock on property may qualify as a “bona-fide primary agricultural” use. Regardless of whether rescue ranches specifically breed horses, generate significant profits, or produce a so-called “farm product,” those properties dedicated to rescue horses should qualify as a primary, bona fide, and agricultural use of the land because under the law and text of the statute, these ranches constitute a valuable agricultural entity.

Furthermore, rescue horse ranches fulfill the legislative and constitutional intent of Florida’s Greenbelt provisions. Careful examination of the law shows that “agricultural” is the most fitting tax classification for rescue horse ranches. These ranches are an efficient and economically sensible alternative to destroying salvageable agricultural commodities. Rescue horse ranches strengthen the equestrian community, create an additional revenue base for municipalities, provide an agricultural benefit to the public, and, perhaps most importantly, foster a humane alternative for all of the potentially useful, yet abused, abandoned, and aging livestock.


111. See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 193.461(3)(b) (West Supp. 2011) (listing the factors to be considered in classification of land as agricultural); FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 12D-5.004 (1977) (listing more than a dozen other factors that may become applicable to classification of agricultural lands).